Contributors  

crate is editing an Encyclopedia of the History and Philosophy of the Mathematical Sciences, to be published in 1992. Karl R. Popper has revised his intellectual autobiography for publication this year by Routledge. Yu Dong took an MA in philosophy at Wuhan University, an MSC in logic and scientific method at the London School of Economics, and is a PhD student at McMaster, working on the philosophy and logic of science and social philosophy. Michael J. Rockler is President of the Russell Society and teaches educational theory at National-Louis University. Sheila Turcon has accepted an invitation to tea at Garsington; meanwhile, funds are again running out to employ her on the Russell Editorial Project and in the Archives. Nicholas Griffin is editor of The Selected Letters of Bertrand Russell, Vol. 1: The Private Years, 1884–1914, to be published this spring in Britain by Allen Lane the Penguin Press and this summer in America by Houghton Mifflin. Francisco A. Rodriguez-Consegra's The Mathematical Philosophy of Bertrand Russell has been published by Birkhäuser. Irving H. Anellis edits Modern Logic.

Researchers on Russell's nuclear and Vietnam campaigns will find useful A Detailed Catalogue of the Second Archives of Bertrand Russell, by Carl Spadoni and myself. It covers much personal documentation as well. The publisher, Thoemmes Press, Bristol, will have copies available (at Russell's substantial discount) to Russell Society members at their June meeting in Washington, D.C.

Cataloguing reached 33,883 records by the end of April. Sheila Turcon has catalogued the Edith Russell correspondence as a separate project. As soon as some much needed enhancements are made to the computer programme, and if staffing permits, I plan to intersperse cataloguing the Miscellaneous correspondence with the more valuable Recent Acquisitions. We have a brief guide to offer users.